


Paysages Partagés   
景 观 共 享
A Project of ICI & AILLEURS Scholarship in Canton Berne

Art Talk & Exhibition
June 22 2019, 15:00 - 17:00
Haute Route 45a, 2502 Bienne 
(Atelier Luo Mingjun)

Presented by 
Luo Mingjun 罗明君  -  Cliché 成见
Li Wei 黎薇  -  Present 礼物
Marina Porobic  -  Identity 身份

Moderated by 
Sun Mulan  孙慕蘭

Followed by Apéro riche

Language: English, Chinese
RSVP: info@scaa.ch (Mrs. Chen Ling)  
More information: www.scaa.ch
SCAA Members free, Nonmembers CHF20, Students CHF10

Other opening Hours in Atelier Luo Mingjun during the Project 
Paysages Partagés : 
June 20/21/26/27/28 2019, from14:00 to18:00 
Finnissage: June 29, 11:00 - 13:00
Admission free

Recommend Program: Robert Walser - Sculpture 
A “Presence and Production” Project in public Space 
by Thomas Hirschhorn
June 15 - September 8, 2019, Place de la Gare, Biel/Bienne
www.robertwalser-sculpture.com
Admission free

Luo Mingjun, lives in Switzerland since 31 years. She 
is an artist who commutes between two different cultures. 
Previously, she obtained a complete academic education 
in Hunan province in China. In the early 1980s, when 
85 New Wave has risen in China, young artists adopted 
the method of western contemporary  art and applied 
“readymade products” to their works. Take a pioneering 
attitude, subvert or criticise the concepts of obsolete art. 
When she moved to Switzerland in 1987, during living 
and working in a foreign country, the inner conflict and 
anxiety of self-identity in the two different cultures became 
big subjects that the artist had to think about. Facing the 
transformation of ideology and cultural identity caused by 
two opposing cultural environments, she created an inter-
mediate zone for her own dialogue and communication, 
a “Third Space”, or a “No Man’s Land” and got atten-
tion. Luo Mingjun will present the process and experience 
of her creation through the interpretation of some of her 
works in the lecture.

Li Wei, born in 1981 in Beijing, is a visual artist who 
currently lives and works in Beijing, China. He received his 
BA from the Sculpture department at the Central Academy 
of Fine Arts in 2007. Lí Wei adopts a hyperrealistic style 
in his sculptures, focusing on conveying the emotions of 
the figures. The objective and clinical themes in Lí’s works 
reveal his doubts in human nature, and of humanity’s 
cruelty and ignorance. His work has been exhibited in 
solo exhibitions including Nobody Cares, Red Brick Art 
Museum, Beijing (2015); Peace, Primo Marella Gallery, 
Milan (2014); Hero, Today Art Museum, Beijing (2011). 
Currently he joins the exhibition “Mirrors - The Reflected 
Self” with the artwork “Hi” in Museum Rietberg in Zurich.

Marina Porobic, born in 1978 in Zagreb, Croatia, 
studied Art History and English Literature at the University 
of Lausanne. After an internship in the Louvre Museum in 
Paris, she was scientifique assistant to the director in the 
Centre Pasquart in Biel. Before becoming an independ-
ent curator for the Abbey Church in Bellelay in 2012, she 
worked for the Federal Office of Culture in Bern. Marina 
Porobic is auteur and editor of several artists books and 
articles.
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